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Abstract 
In this article, three-level implicit difference schemes of O(k4+ k2h2+ h 4) where k>0, h>0 are grid sizes in time 
and space coordinates, respectively, are proposed for the numerical solution of one, two and three space-dimensional 
nonlinear wave equations in polar coordinates subject to appropriate initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions. We also 
discuss fourth-order approximation at first time level for more general case. We also obtain the stability range of the 
difference scheme when applied to a test equation: 
Gt 
u,=urr+rU,.--~u+g(r,t), ct=l  and 2. 
Numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the required order of convergence of the methods. @ 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The numerical solution of multidimensional nonlinear wave equations in polar coordinates are 
of great importance in science and engineering. For linear wave equations everal implicit finite 
difference methods have been discussed by many authors. For nonlinear wave equations, there are 
two approaches; one is to linearize initially the original nonlinear differential equations and then solve 
the problem by a process of successive finite difference methods; the other is to formulate directly 
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nonlinear difference equations and numerically solve the resulting system of nonlinear algebraic 
equations, using iterative methods. 
In this paper, we propose difference methods of O(k4+ keh2+ h4) for solving one, two and three 
space-dimensional v n der Pol-type nonlinear wave equations in polar coordinates using (3 + 3 + 3), 
(5 + 9 + 5) and (7 + 19 + 7)-grid points, respectively. Where use of (3 + 3 + 3)-grid points means, 
we use 3-grid points each at zeroth, first, second time level, etc. The wave equation with nonlinear 
first derivative terms was studied by Greenspan [3]. Ciment and Leventhal [1, 2] derived high- 
order operator compact implicit methods for linear hyperbolic equations. An unconditionally stable 
higher-order scheme for the wave equation with variable coefficients was proposed by Iyengar and 
Mittal [4]. Fourth-order difference schemes for the system of one-, two- and three-space-dimensional 
nonlinear hyperbolic equations with variable coefficients in cartesian coordinates were derived by 
Mohanty et al. [5-7]. They have also discussed fourth-order difference schemes for multidimensional 
linear wave equations in polar coordinates. In this article, we extend the methods derived in [5-7] 
to solve the one-, two- and three-space-dimensional van der Pol-type nonlinear wave equations in 
polar coordinates. It is mentioned here that any difference scheme for the second-order hyperbolic 
equation is always a three-level scheme and in order to compute the difference scheme, it is very 
much essential to know the numerical solution of required accuracy at first-time level i.e. at t = k. 
In this article, we also derive fourth-order explicit difference schemes at first time level for the 
second-order hyperbolic equations in more general case, which are applicable to the problems both 
in cartesian and polar coordinates. The proposed methods are applied on four examples to show the 
required accuracy. 
2. Difference schemes for the one-space-dimensional non-linear wave equation in polar 
coordinates 
Let us first consider a procedure to construct high-order difference schemes for the equation: 
u,=Ur~+D(r )ur+E( r )u+e(u  2 -1)ut+9( r , t ) ,  0<r<l ,  t>0,  (1) 
where e is a constant. For a radial displacement u(r, t) of particles of a cylinder and sphere, at a 
distance r from the axis, we obtain a linear singular hyperbolic equation of type (1) in cylindrical 
and spherical coordinates where e = 0, D = ot/r, E = -~/r  2, ~ = 1 and 2, respectively. 
For D = a/r, E = 0 and e ¢ 0, above equation represents modified one-space-dimensional van der 
Pol-type nonlinear wave equation in polar coordinates. 
For the numerical solution of the general second-order initial boundary-value problem: 
u, = urr + f(r ,  t, u, ur, ut), (2) 
u(r,O)=uo(r), u,(r,O) =ul(r), O<r<l ,  (3) 
u(O,t)=9o(t), u(1,t)=gl(t) ,  t>0,  (4) 
consider the three-level implicit fourth-order difference method described in the following [see [7]]. 
Let h > 0 and k > 0 be the step lengths in space and time directions, respectively. The grid points 
( l , j)  are given by rl = lh, l = 0(1)N + 1 and tj =jk,  j = 0, 1,2, . . . .  Set u /= u(rt, tj), Dt- -  D(rl), 
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Et = E(rl), etc. Consider the following difference approximations: 
Set 
~;+p t. ;+P _ u/+P)/(2h), p = 0,4-1, rl ~ \Ul+l 
?~*~,+, = ( ±3u{+, :F 4u/ 4- u/m , )/(2h), 
- " (u J+ I  j -1  u}5+p = ~ t+p - Ul+p)/(2k), p = 0,+1,  
t~j+l = (÷3u/±l  T 4u/4-  u{ml)/(2k), ti 
~ j± l  1. j± l  . j± l  m = ,"t+, - 2ut + u/-±l 1)/(h2), 
- j  (,,j+l _ 2u/± 1 ÷ j - - I  Utt l±l = ~,"~1±1 UI~I )/(k2) • 
f l J~ l  = f (r ,+l  J -J -J , tj, Ul±I ,  Url4_l, Utl+l ), 
- t j-4-1 -jq-I -j4-1 
f /4 -1  = f ( r l ,  j i l ,U 1 ,Url ,utt ). 
k2 - '  f /+1 -" 8 =j 
= 1-~[ f / ,  + f /_ ,  + + f / - '  + f ,  ], (5) 
where 6rUl2 = Ut+~ -- 2Ul + Ul--1 and 2 = k/h is the mesh ratio parameter. When the method (5) is 
applied to Eq. (1), we may write the resulting difference equation as 
k 2 
L[u] = ~518(g/+ E,u /  + D,~{ + A,o~,{) 
+ (1 + 011 )(g/+l ÷ E/+IR~, -J " ÷ Dl+lUr l+ l  ÷ Al3U~l+l ) 
" -J ÷ A 14/'~/5 1) ÷ (1 --  011 )(g/_, ÷ E I - IU  I I ÷ D,-,u,z-, 
+(1 012)(g/+1 +Ezu/+l "D  =J+' ' - -  " lUr l  ÷ AllUli +1 ) 
+(1 + O,2) (g / - '+  Ezu / - '+  D,Kr~-' ÷ Al2Ut~ -I ) 
- J  - '  0 [z J+ I  - j - - I  
- -  OI I (Utt l+ 1 - -  U/d__l ) - -  12~Urrl - -  Urr l )], (6) 
[ (1 2) 221 LM-  a, ~- 42a 2+\  12 ]ara, ul 
Let 
=J -- - j  il<l ) -- "i'~(Utt/+l -J ), u., - u ,  + ( f /+ ,  - - u , , _ ,  
=j k k j+l - j - i  
ni l  = ~l/l - -  . -  (Lj+I -- f j--l) -- --~(Urr' -- UrH )' 
and set f /  f(r, ,  tg, j =j =j H I , Hrl, Utl) .  




Al0 = got/ -- 1), 
A,3  = - 1 ) ,  
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All =g(u l  +12- l), AI2 = g(/d/-12- 1), 
hDi kAlo 
A14 = g(ui~ 1 - 1), 011-  012 - -  
2 ' 2 
Note that scheme (6) is of O(k 4 + k2h 2 + h4). 
However, scheme (6) fails at I = 1. We overcome this difficulty by modifying method (6) in such 
a way that the solutions retain the order and accuracy even in the vicinity of the singularity r = 0. 
For the rest of the paper, we denote D = D/, E = El, 9 = 91, Dr = tTrJl,t'~D x Er --~.~11,-- t" OE % gr --=- ~.~fr.tl,( &'l $j 
etc., and we use the following approximations: 
h 2 
Dt±l = D + hDr + ~Drr + O(±h 3 + h4), (7a) 
h 2 
Et±~ = E ± hEr + -~Err q- O(±h 3 -+- h4), (7b) 
h 2 
g~+l =g q- hgr + --~grr +O(  +h3 +ha),  (7c) 
k 2 
.j±l = g i kgt + -~gtt + O(±k 3 + k4) • (7d) 
By the help of the approximation (7), we may rewrite (6) as 
h22 • k 
L(u) = -~-[811 + 011812 - 0128131u / ~- ~4 [814 "q'- 011815 - 012816]Ull 
1 k 2 







= ( 12D + h2D,.~)(2#rar) + 4hD~6~ +D(26~It,.6~ ), 
= 2hDr(2U~&.) + 4Da2r, 
= D(4u,&U,6, ), 
= (12 + 62 + 6~)A,o(2Ftt6, ) + A,o(26~/~t6,) + ½(21a,.&)Alo(41a~a,.p,6,) + (2#t6,)A1o26~, 
Sis = (2#~6~)A ,o(2/tt6,) + A ,O( 41.trarltt6 t ), 
S16 = (2/x,a,)Aio(2U,6t) + 4A1o6~ 
S,7 = -011 (26~1a~6~ ) - 22012(26~#t6,) 
&8 = (12E + h2Err q- 2hO, lEr ) + E(6~ + 62) + (hEr + 011E)(2#r& ) - 012E( 2t2t•t ), 
Z Gl = 129 + h2(grr + ~.2gn) q- 2h(Ollgr - 2012Or), 
and p are central and averaging operators, respectively. 
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The scheme (8) is a 3 + 3 + 3-point formula (where we use 3-grid points each at zeroth, first and 
second time level) and free from the term 1/( l± 1). The scheme is fourth-order accurate in both 
time and space and can be used at all the nodal points. 
3. Difference schemes for two- and three-space-dimensional problem 
Now, consider the two-space-dimensional problem 
u.=ur~+B(r)uoo+D(r)Ur+g(u 2 -  1)ut+y(r,O,t), 0<r,  0<l ,  t>0 (9) 
subject o appropriate initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions of type (3) and (4). 
By the help of the method given in [6] and the technique discussed in the previous section, 
a fourth-order difference scheme for (9) using (5 + 9 + 5)-grid point (where we use 5-grid points 
each at zeroth and second time level and 9-grid points at first time level) may be written as 
--A2[(~÷(B÷ ~-~Brr)(~2÷hl-~(2(~2l.lr(~r)÷(l÷B~(~2(~2]ul o] 
÷[1 ÷ ~-~(1-- ~2)(~:÷l (l -- ~2B)(~2](~UlJm 
-- h)]'224 [$21 ÷ 021822 -- 022S23]U{m" ' ÷ k [$24 ÷ 021825" - 022S26]UlJm 
1 j k 2 
÷ -i2 S27ul,m ÷ ~ Z G2' (10) 
where 
• , hD kA2o 
A2o ---- 8(u~[ m- 1), 021 ~--- T '  022 - 2 
$21 =S,I +D(262pr6~), $22 =S12, $23 =S13, 
$24 = (12 + 6~ + 62 + 6~)A2o(2pt6, ) + A2o(26~lat6, + 262#t6,) 
+ ½(21arar)Azo(41ararl~,6,) + ½(21~o6o)Aao(41ao&#,6,) + (2/~,6,)A2o. 2a~, 
S2s = (2pr&)A2o(2/./,6,) ÷ Aao(4p~ar/~ta,), 
$26 = (2#t3,)A2o(2#tat) + 4A2o6~, 
827 = --021 (2•2#rOr) ÷ )t2[2hBr02,320 ÷ B021 (26~pr&) - 022(26~p,6,) - B022(262p,6,)], 
Z G2 = 120 ÷ h2(q.. ÷ 9oo + 229,,) + 2h(O21gr - -  ,~022gt ) .  
Now, consider the differential equation 
1 0¢ 
u"=u"+Tu°°+-u"+e(u2-1)u '+9( r 'O ' t ) '~  r 0<r,  0<l ,  t>0. (1]) 
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Setting B= 1/r 2, B~=-2/ r  3, Brr=6/r 4, D=~/r,  Dr=-~/ r  2, Drr=2o~/r  3 in (10), we obtain the 
method for solving (11 ). 
Similarly, for the two-space-dimensional problem 
Utt=Urr+Uzz+- -Ur+~(u2- - l )u t+9( r , z , t ) ,  0<r,z<l,  t>0. (12) 
r 
We have the method (10) with B = 1, Br = Brr = O, D = a/r, Dr = -~/r  2, D~r = 2~/r  3 and the variable 
0 is replaced by z. For ~= 1 and 2 Eqs. (11) and (12) represent two-space-dimensional modified 
van der Pol-type nonlinear wave equation i  cylindrical and spherical polar coordinates in r-O and 
r -z  plane, respectively. 
Finally, we consider the three-space-dimensional nonlinear problem 
ut t=Urr+B(r )uoo+Uzz+D(r )Ur+g(u  2 - 1)ut+g(r,O,z,t), O<r,O,z<l, t>0 (13) 
subject o appropriate initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions of type (3) and (4). 
Using the method iscussed in [5] and the analysis given in the previous ection, we may write 
a fourth-order difference method using 7 + 19+ 7-grid points (where we use 7-grid points each at 
zeroth and second time level and 19-grid points at first time level) for (13) as 
[ ( h2 ) ~2 ~ ( -~)  {1+B~6262 1 2 2] J --22 62 ÷ B+-~Brr 32+33+ (262#r6r)÷ 6262+~J  0 z÷-a6z6rJUl, m,n 
÷I l l  ~2(1--)].2)6~ ÷ 1(1--/1.2B)62 ÷ ~2(1-~.2)62162UlJm, n 
h2 z 
[S31 ÷ 031S32 032S33]uJl, m,n ÷ k[s34  ÷ 031S35 = - _ 032S36]Ul, m, 24 
1 j k 2 
÷ ~S37u l  . . . .  ÷ ~ ~ G3, (14) 
where 
£ hD kZ30 
A30=~(Ul, m.n- 1), 031 =--~, 032- 2 ' 
S31 = S21 ÷ D(262~r&), $32 = S22, $33 = S23, 
2 2 S34 = (12 + 6~ + 62 + 63 + 6 t )A30(2/~tft) ÷A3o(26rl.ttOt + 262#t6, + 2621.tt6,) 
+ ½(2]2r6r)A30(al-Lr6r#t6t) ÷ ½(#o6o)A3o(412o6ol-tt6t) 
÷ ½(21tz6z)A3o(4~z6zl.tt6t) -}- (2#t6t)A3o262, 
S35 = ( 21Zr6r )A3o( 211t6t ) q- A3o( 4#r6rtlt6t ), 
S36 = (2~,6t)A3o(2#t6t) ÷ 4A306~, 
$37 = -031(26~#r&) + 2Z[2hBr03162o + BO31(2621~r& ) + 031(262Ur6r) 
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-032(262r#tat) - BO32( 2620~tat ) - 032( 2621.ttat )],
Z G3 : 129 + h2(grr ÷ goo + g= + ,~2gt,) ÷ 2h(O31gr -- ~.032gt). 
Now, consider the three-space-dimensional nonlinear problem 
1 1 
U,=Urr+ --~Uoo+U=+-Ur+e(uZ--1)ut+g(r,O,z,t), O<r,O,z<l, t>0. (15) 
F" F 
Above equation represents hree-space-dimensional modified van der Pol-type nonlinear wave equa- 
tion in cylindrical polar coordinates, in r -O-z plane. Substituting B = 1/r 2, Br =-2 / r  3, Brr = 6/r 4, 
D= 1/r, Dr =-1 / r  2, Drr =2/r 3 in (14), we obtain the method for solving (15). 
Note that, the difference methods (10) and (14) are of O(k4+ k2h2+ h4) and free from the terms 
1/(l+ 11, 1 (m+ 1), 1/(n+ 1) and hence can be used at all the grid points. 
R0 
where 
4. Stability analysis 
Consider the differential equation of the form 
u.=Urr+D(r)ur+E(r)u+g(r,t),  0<r<l ,  t>0 (16) 
Substituting ~=0 in (8) and rearranging the terms, a difference method of O(k 4 +k2h 2÷h 4) for 
(16) may be written as 
(1 -22)  6,2J=22[R26~u, R3(2#rfr 2R4lu[ Z G, (17) +\  12 ] (62r+Rl(21"#~r)) + )÷ ÷-1-2 
and 
~,2h2 hD h z 
Ro=I - - -~E,  R ,=~- ,  R2-- I+]-~(E 
h 3 
R3 =R~ + -~-~(D~r + D .Dr + D "E + 2Er), 
h 2 
R4 = ~(12E + h2Err ÷ h2D .Er) 
÷D 2 ÷ 2Dr), 
Gi = 12g + h2(grr + ,~2 gtt + D . gr ). 
In order to get a valid stability condition, we may rewrite (17) as 
~t Ul = 0+\  12 j (R2~÷Ra(212r6r))  2 j 22[R26~÷R3(2,rOr)÷2R4]u{÷__l__~ZGI. (18/  
The additional terms are of high orders and do not affect the accuracy and consistency of the 
scheme. 
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Substituting u~ =A t. e iCj. e i/~l (where i=  x/~] - and ~=e i(~ such that = 1)  in the homogeneous 
part of (18), we get 
-4sin2 (~)  
= 22[R2{(A+A- l )c°s f l -2+i (A -A - ' ) s in f l}+R3{(A-A- l ) c°s f l+ i (A+A-1)s in f l}+2R4]  (19) 
R0 + (( 1 - 22 )/12)[R2 {(A + A - i  ) cos fl - 2 + i(A -- A -~ ) sin fl} + R3 {(a  - ,4 - i  ) cos fl + i(h + A -1 ) sin fl}]' 
where A is a nonzero real parameter to be determined. The left-hand side of (19) is a real quantity. 
Hence, the imaginary part of the right-hand side of (19) must be zero. Thus, we obtain 
R2(A -A  -~) + R3(A +A -~) = 0. (20) 
This implies A = v/(R2 - R3)/(R2 + R3) and A-t = x/-(R 2 + R3)/(R2 - R3), where we assumed that 
R2 +R3>0.  Substituting the values of A and A -l in (19), we get 
22[R2 + V/-~2 - R~(Zsin2(~)- 1 ) -  R4] 
sin2 (~ (21) 
2Ro+ )[R2+. ~f~-2 2 ~ V ~2 _ R3(2sin2(2)_ 1)] 
Since 0 ~< sin2($/2), sin2(fl/2)~< 1, hence the difference scheme (18) is stable for 
- 2[R2 + - 12
0<22 ~< ~- -  (22) 
h2E ' 4[Rz + ~/R~ - R~] - 6R4 + 
which assures that [~[ = 1. 
Now, consider the test equation 
Utt=Urr+--Urr ; 2u+o(r't)' 0<r<l ,  t>0,  (23) 
substituting D=~/r, D,.=-ct/r 2, Dr,.=2ct/r 3, E=Dr, E~=Drr, E~=-6~/r 4 in (18)and (22), we 
can get a difference method of O(k  4 +kZh 2 +h 4) and the corresponding stability condition, respec- 
tively, for solving (23), where 
2 - 3 ) 
Ro = 1+121---5, R1 2l'  R2 1+ 1212 
c~(3 - e) e(e - 3) o~ 
R3 = R1 + - - ,  R4 -  - -  12l 3 12l 4 2l 2 
~h and it is easy to verify that as I--* c~, we get 0 < 22~< 1and ~ Gl = 129 + h29rr + k2ott + --i-gr 
In a similar manner, using the technique discussed in this section, we can establish stability 
conditions for two- and three-space-dimensional linear second-order hyperbolic equations. 
5. Fourth-order approximation at first time level and experimental results 
Let us consider the one-space-dimensional general nonlinear hyperbolic equation of the form 
ut t=A(x , t )Uxx+9(x , t ,U ,  x, Ut), 0<x<l ,  t>0.  (24) 
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The initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions are given by 
u(O,x )=p(x) ,  ut(O,x)=q(x),  0<x<l ,  (25) 
u(t,O) = r(t), u(t, 1) =s(t) ,  t >0. (26) 
A fourth-order difference method for solving (24) using 3 + 3 + 3-grid points has already discussed 
in [7]. It is mentioned here that any difference scheme for the second-order hyperbolic equation is 
a three-level scheme. To start any computation, it is necessary to know the value of u at the nodal 
points of first time level, i.e. at t = k as well as those on the time t = 0. Second-order approximation 
for the starting values of u at t = k is already known in the literature. But to the authors knowledge, 
no fourth-order approximation for the starting value of u at t = k for solving the more general 
hyperbolic Eq. (24) is known in the literature. In this section, we aim to obtain a fourth-order 
explicit scheme for u at the first time level, i.e. at t = k in order to solve the differential Eq. (24) 
using a fourth-order difference method and which is applicable to the problems both in cartesian and 
polar coordinates. We may obtain a fourth-order approximation to u at t = k using Taylor series as 
follows: 
A Taylor Series expansion at t = k may be written as 
k 2 k 3 k 4 
ul = u o + ku o + _~(utt )0 .q_ __~(Uttt )0 AU --(Uttt')024 + O(k5 )" (27) 
Note that, the values of u and ut are known explicitly at t = 0 ,  i.e. all their successive tangential 
derivatives are known at t = 0, i.e. the values of u, Ou/Ox, 02u/Ox2, O3U/OX3, O4U/~X4, OU/~t, O2U/Ot OX, 
O3u/Ot OX 2, O4U/Ol C3X 3, etc. are known at t = 0. 
Let us denote, gDx =Ou(O/OX)+OUx(C32/C3X2)+gu,(C32/C3X Ot) and gOt -~ gu~3/Ot + yu~dZ/Ox Ot+ gu c32/dt 2. 
From (24), we have 
(ut,) ° = [Auxx + g(x, t, u, ux, ut)] °. (28) 
Differentiating (24) successively w.r.t, x, we have 
(Uxtt) ° = [Axuxx + Au~ + 9x + (gD~)u] °, (29) 
(Uxx,) ° = [AxxUxx + 2Axuxx~ + Au~.~x + guUx~ + gu, Uxxx + gu, u,x 
+ gxx + (gxDx)u + ux(gxu + (guDx)u) 
+ Uxx(gxux + (g,," Dx)u) + ux,(gxu, + (g,,Dx)u)] °. 
Similarly, differentiating (24) twice w.r.t, t, we have 
(u,,,) ° = [A,U x +Au , + o, + (oD,)u] °, 
(30) 
(31) 
( Utttt )0 = [Attux x Dr_ 2Atuxx ` .+_ Auy.,xt t 7[- guUtt -Ji- guxUxtt At- 9utUttt 
+ O, + (otD,)u + ut(gtu + (g,Dt)u) 
+ Uxt(O,,~ + (g,xDt)u) + utt(gtu, + (Ou, Dt)u)] °. (32) 
By the help of (28)-(30), we can obtain the values of (utt,) ° and (ut,t) ° from (31) and (32), 
respectively. 
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Table 1 
Example 1: the RMSE 
~=1 7=2 
t 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 
h 
1/4 0.7707 (-04) 0.5127 (-04) 0.5143 (-04) 0.4001 (-04) 
1/8 0.5220 (-05) 0.3746 (-05) 0.3111 (-05) 0.2653 (-05) 
1/16 0.3471 (-06) 0.2585 (-06) 0.1943 (-06) 0.1686 (-06) 
1/32 0.2262 (-07) 0.1721 (-07) 0.1215 (-07) 0.1066 (-07) 
Table 2 
Example 2: the MAE 
~=1 ~=2 
0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001 
h 
1/8 0.6645 (-05) 0.5058 (-05) 0.1549 (-04) 0.1207 (-04) 
1/16 0.4612 (-06) 0.3269 (-06) 0.1166 (-05) 0.8695 (-06) 
1/32 0.2989 (-07) 0.2052 (-07) 0.8044 (-07) 0.5855 (-07) 
Thus, using initial conditions u 10, Utl,O (28), (31) and (32), from (27) we can get a fourth-order 
approximation to u at t = k. Now, replacing the variables x, t by r, t in (27), we can get a fourth- 
order approximation to u at t = k for polar coordinate problems. In a similar manner, we can ob- 
tain fourth-order explicit schemes for u at t = k for the two- and three-space-dimensional general 
second-order nonlinear hyperbolic equations, whose fourth-order finite difference methods are al- 
ready known (see [5, 6]) and which are applicable to the problems both in cartesian and polar 
coordinates. 
In this section, we solve four problems one linear and three nonlinear demonstrating the fourth- 
order accuracy, the effectiveness and the stability of the method. The right-hand-side functions and 
initial and boundary conditions may be obtained using the exact solutions. The linear equation 
has been solved using the Gauss-elimination method whereas the nonlinear equations have been 
solved using the Newton-Raphson method. All computations were carried out using double precision 
arithmetic at the Computer Service Centre, University of Delhi. 
Example 1. The problem is to solve (23) using the method (18) with the exact solution 
u=coshrs int .  The root-mean-square errors (RMSE) are tabulated in Table 1 at t = 1.0 and 2.0 
for ~ = 1,2 for a fixed 2 = 0.8. 
Example 2. The problem is to solve (1) using the scheme (8) with D=~/r,  E=0.  The exact 
solution is u = e -2t coshr. The maximum absolute rrors (MAE) are tabulated in Table 2 at t = 1.0 
for ~ = 1,2 for a fixed 2 = 0.8. 
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Table 3 
Example 3: the MAE and RMSE 
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Example (3a) Example (3b) 
ct=l ct=2 
e 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001 
h 
1/4 0.7906 (-05) 0.8018 (-05) 0.3671 (-04) 0.3679 (-04) 0.6522 (-05) 0.6045 (-05) 
1/8 0.7067 (-06) 0.8155 (-06) 0.2390 (-05) 0.2382 (-05) 0.3942 (-06) 0.3894 (-06) 
Example 3. (a) The problem is to solve (11) using the method (10). The exact solution is 
u = r 2 cos 110 sin t. The MAE are tabulated in Table 3 at t = 0.5 for ~ = 1,2 for a fixed 2 = 0.025. 
(b) The problem is to solve (15) using the method (14). The exact solution is 
u = r 2 cosh 0coshz sin t. The RMSE are tabulated in Table 3 at t--0.5 for a fixed 2--0.025. 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this article, we have outlined a procedure for obtaining fourth-order explicit scheme for u at first 
time level in order to solve the general multidimensional nonlinear second-order hyperbolic equations 
whose fourth-order difference methods are already known and which are applicable to the problems 
both in cartesian and polar coordinates. We have also analyzed fourth-order difference methods 
for multidimensional nonlinear hyperbolic equations in polar coordinates. Numerical results both 
for linear and nonlinear problems showing the fourth-order convergence. The fourth-order accuracy 
predicts a factor 16 decrease in the error. The proposed methods are conditionally stable and this 
conditional stability is not a serious drawback in solving the nonlinear wave equation because the 
upper limit placed on the time increment is proportional to the mesh size in the distance coordinate. 
Thus, calculations can be carried out which can reach reasonable value of the time without using a 
prohibitive number of time steps. 
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